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Process & Products
All cabinetry doors are taken off, hinges & handles are
organized; doors are prepped for transport to our shop

Over 2 days (potentially more depending on the size of your
kitchen and any additional cabinetry) the crew will clean,
sand, prime and spray the cabinet housing onsite in your
home.
During this process, your kitchen will be tarped for painting,
similar to the adjacent pictures. The inside of cabinets are not
painted unless there are glass doors so you can leave all
objects inside!
Doors and drawer covers brought to our shop will receive the
same thorough process of cleaning, sanding and priming
before spraying. The doors will cure at our shop for about a
week before we return to reinstall the cabinets and to
provide touch ups as needed.
All cabinetry is sprayed with high grade products from
Sherwin-Williams' Kem Aqua Plus line. They offer high
durability and exceed standards set by the Kitchen Cabinet
Manufactuers Association (KCMA).

Colors

The most fun yet most difficult part! Your paint color choice depends on
many things - what's your style? Are you a new owner? Are you selling?
Here are some tips no matter what point in the process you are:

1 - Find Inspiration
The internet is full of resources! Google different kitchen designs, browse Pinterest
or Instagram - you'll find your style. This is a good point to see if you'd like to
replace your handles as well.
2 - Questions To Ask Yourself
Are you looking to sell? If yes, Pure White is a safe bet.
How about an accent color? White cabinets with a darker island is great way to
mix it up.
How is the lighting? Without natural light, dark colors can make the room feel
smaller.
Small or large kitchen? Again, darker colors can make the kitchen feel small!
Personal preference? YOU have to look at it every day! Pick what you like, not just
what's trendy.
3 - Time to Narrow Down Choices & Pick Samples
If you're still undecided after looking through the options, pick around 3 colors for
samples. At any Sherwin-Williams you can pick up swatches or actual paint samples.
Tape the swatches to your cabinets or paint a few coats of your samples on a piece
of cardboard and tape to the cabinets. Don't paint on the cabinets! With either
option, see what the color looks like in all lights and during the day and nighttime.
Another great tool is the Sherwin-Williams ColorSnap Visualizer. You can upload
pictures of your kitchen and "paint" your cabinets different colors to get a visual of
what the final product may look like.

Most Popular Colors
These are the most popular colors we're painting but you can
choose whichever color you'd like!
Check them out on the Sherwin-Williams website. The sheen will
be in "low gloss" which is between a satin & semi-gloss.
White
Pure White - SW7005 *Most popular*
Snowbound - SW7004
Alabaster - SW7008
Windfresh White - SW7628
Black
Tricorn Black – SW6258
Grays
Dorian Gray - SW7017
Peppercorn - SW7674
Morning Fog - SW6255
Blues
Naval – SW6244
Charcoal Blue – SW2739
Greens
Evergreen Fog - SW9130
Pewter Green - SW6208

Frequently Asked Questions
CURE TIME: Your cabinets will be ready to use once reassembled. For the first few weeks, we recommend only opening your cabinets using
the handles and not by the corners.
SMELL & VOCs: In order to do cabinetry painting correctly, industrial products and cleaners are needed. Some of these products and
cleaners do have a stronger odor and contain VOCs. These odors only last an hour or two after the products have been used/sprayed. Once
cleaned up and dry, they’re harmless. During spraying, your kitchen is tarped off and ventilated to avoid odors throughout your home.
CLEANABILITY: Once your cabinetry is sprayed, cleaning them is easy. We suggest using any cleaner without any acetone. You can use a rag
or sponge but like any cabinetry, do not use anything abrasive.
DUST CONTROL: Spraying does create a fine dust that goes airborne while the spraying. It does have a tendency to get in little nooks and
crannies. We create a spray tent and tarp things off very well and plastic tarp everything in the surrounding area but sometimes the dust gets
on the floor. Once we’re fully finished we do a sweep throughout the area.
TAPING ON WALLS & FLOORS: To protect all surfaces not being painted, our crew has a thorough tarping process. This includes taping
plastic tarps onto your walls. Sometimes, paint may peel upon removal. Our team is happy to touch up any spots as long as you have the wall
paint on hand.
The tape we use is typical contractor grade and is not extremely adhesive. However, on floors with failing finishes, the tape may peel the top
layer of the finish. The tape is necessary to protect surfaces from paint.

